Tapepai Pectea

Basic Vocabulary:

Pronouns:

First Person - Ej
Second Person - Si
Third Person Masculine - Alse
Third Person Feminine -  Ilse
Third Person Neuter - Else
First Person Plural - Eji
Second Person Plural - Sei
Third Person Plural - Lasi
Person - Uvre

Object Pronouns:

The - E
The (plural) - Ete
This - Cu
These - Cui
That - Co
Those - Coi
It (objects only) - Je
Thing - Je
Some - Ecu
To - Fele
With - A
From - Pave
Other - Ave
Same - Nis
Among - Aso

Temporal Pronouns:

Now - Ais
Then - Acui
Before - Posu
After - Lote
Past - Posai
Future - Lotai
Always - Isaj
Anytime - Isajais
Never - Vesaj
Sometimes - Ecuais

Locational Pronouns:

Here - Aer
There - Sor
In - Te
Out - Ves
Between - As
Within - Ate

Logical Constructions:

True/Affirmative - Lanse
Negative/False - Pelse
If - An
Then - Swae
And - Ne
Or - U
More - Lana
Less - Pela
Than - Aija
Equal [with] - Aisa 
Because - Pavetarse

Question Words

Who - Jasiuvre?
What - Jasis?
When - Jasais?
Which - Jasi?
Where - Jasaer?
Why - Jasia?
How - As?
How Many - Jasicuico?

Numbers

Number - Cuico
1 - Sey
2 - Sono
3 - Fara
4 - Caso
5 - Telie
6 - Veset
7 - Sote
8 - Ist
9 - Mav
10 - Non

Months

Month - Ectenone

Jan. - Senone
Feb. - Sonone
March - Farano
April - Canone
May - Telino
June - Venone
July - Soteno
Aug. - Isno
Sept. - Mavano
Oct. - Nonone
Nov. - Noseno
Dec. - Nofano

----------


Verb Conjugation:

Verbs are not inflected for subsct, but are agglutinated with tense endings.  Sample verbs for this are pac-, to write, and siel-, to read.

Present: (-e)
	Si pace - You write.
	Ej siele - I read.

Past: (-it)
	Eji pacit - We wrote.
	Lasi sielit - They read.

Future: (-acu)
	Sei pacacu - You [all] will write.
	Ilse sielacu - She will read.

Perfect is formed by the usage of the verb ect-, meaning "To have finished."  This verb is agglutinated like any other, and coupled by means of a hyphen to the verbal stem it modifies.
	Ej ecte-pac si - I have written it.
	Alse ectacu-siel co - He will have read that.
	Si ectit-pac cu - You have read this.

The Gerund is made by appending a prefixed ais- onto the front of the verb.  No other changes are needed.
	Sei ais-sielacu - You will be reading.
	Eji ais-pace - We are writing.

Negation is formed by the particle ve being placed in front of the agglutinated verb.  If the verb begins with a vowel, negation can be shown by appending v- on to the front of the verb.
	Sei ve pace - You do not write.
	Lasi vectacu-siel cu posu acui - They will not have read this by then.

Imperative is formed with the aid of the verb f-, "to go."  the present form of the verb (fe) is appended directly to the front of the verbal stem as a prefix, and the pronomial suffix is appended to the rear of the verb with a hyphen.
	Fepac-si! - Write!
	Fesiel-eji! - Everyone read!

Object Association is done with the appending of an additional pronoun after the verbal construction, and modifying the pronoun with an associative -a on the end.
	Si pace eja - You write to me.
	Ej ecte-siel ilsea - I have read to her.

Conditional is formed with a hyphenated a directly before the stem verb, regardless of other modifications.
	Si a-pace eja - You would write to me.
	Ej ecte-a-siel ilsea - I would have read to her.

Interrogative is formed with the interrogative particle cou, which is appended with a hyphen to the front of the verb construction.
	Lasi ve cou-pace? - Why do they not write?
	Si cou-ecte-siel s? - Have you read it?


----------


Nouns

I'm going to introduce two nouns pere for sample purposes.  I'm going to be using sielte, or "book", and pacca for "pen."  I'm also going to introduce the verb noc-, "to need," and the verb tej-, "to give."

Referring to nouns

There's a difference between specific and general references to nouns.  A pen could be any pen, but the pen is clearly a specific object.  Fortunately, the general reference is implied in Gaian.  If you want your friend to give you a pen, you simply drop the noun in there.
	Fetej-si eja pacca - Give me a pen.

However, if you want your special grippy pen, you have to point it out.  Give me the pen.
	Fetej-si eja e pacca - Give me the pen.

Pluralising

Now, on occasion, you may want more than one of something.  When you need to talk about multiple objects, you need to pluralise the noun.  Pluralization is accomplished by adding a -i onto the end of the noun.  
	Ej noce sieltei - I need some books.

Additionally, you have to pluralise the words referring to the nouns.  Instead of e, when referring to specific plurals, the word is ete.
	Ej noce ete sieltei - I need the books.

Adjectives

Describing nouns is a good thing, as a lot of books and pens are very different from each other.  I'm going to introduce some colors for example purposes - sonn - "red", 
ven - "black", and irtes - "green."

Now, there are two ways to do this.  You can either put the adjective before the noun, like so:
	E ven pacca. - The black pen.

Or, in cases where you need the noun to follow something, like a verb, you can put it afterwards and append the associative suffix -a to it.  
	Ej pace e sieltea irtesa - I write in the black book.

Adverbs

Adverbs are words that modify verbs.  To use an adverb, simply insert the adjective with the modifier -u appended to it in between the subject pronoun and the verb.
	Ej sonnu pacit - I wrote in red. [lit. 'I redly wrote']

If using it with the imperative, place the adverb directly before the verb construction.  If using it with a negation, place the adverb after the negative particle.
	Sonnu fepac-si! - Write in red!
	Lasi ve irtesu pace - They do not write in green.

Modifying Words

Now, you may have noticed that verbs and adjectives both end in consonants.  This leads to a very nice little method of forming words where the adjective can function as a verbal stem, or vice versa.  Take the verb f-, to go, which we have already seen, and let's pair it with the adjective/adverb siall, meaning "quick."
	Alse siallu ecte-f - He has gone quickly.
	Alse ecte-siall - He has been quick.
	Eji siallu fit - We were going quickly.
	Eji siallet - We were quick.
	Siallu fefe-sei! - Go quickly!
	Siall-sei! - Be quick!

See how that works?  Appending an adverb ending to the stem makes it an adverb, whereas appending a verbal ending makes it into a verb - "to be quick."  Generally, the verbal ending on an adjective creates the "state of having/being (adjective)."

Noun Possession

Showing one noun belonging to another is a very simple thing in Gaian.  All one does is hyphenate the two nouns together, with the possessed being before the possessor.  
	Fetaj-si co pacca-ej - Give me that pen of mine.
	Sielte-si irtesa - Your book is green.

Another way, for simpler statements of ownership, is to simply append the associative -a onto the possessed noun.
	Sei paccea - This is your pen.
	Ilse sieltea - This is her book.
	Sielte paccea - This is the book's pen.

Importing 'Foreign' Words

Since this is a language for Gaia and Gaians, it's important to look at words that don't fit the language rules.  Let's take Gaia.  Gaia, as a noun, is pretty straightforward.  It appears normally as Gaia, receives the associative -a to become Gaiea, and that's about it for nouns.  However, what about writing that something is Gaian?  Using Gaia as an adjectival modifier would be iffy with our current setup - It would end up being Gaiea again, which would be confusing.  So, when this situation comes up, it's acceptable to add a consonant to ease the flow of the language.  the consonant of choice is a -t, which then allows all the endings to flow onto the newly created stem.  This leads to the adsctival stem gaiat.
	Ej gaiata - I am Gaian.
	Gaiat lasi - They are Gaian.
	Co sielte gaiata - That book is Gaian.

This also leads to the adverbial form...
	Gaiatu fepec-si - Write like a Gaian.
	Alse gaiatu sialle - He's Gaia-quick.  (Quick like a Gaian.)

And even a verbal form, something that sounds odd in English.
	Ej ais-gaiate - I am Gaia-ing. [On Gaia]
	Lasi gaiatacu lote - They will [be on] Gaia later.

Proper Nouns

When dealing with new words coming into Gaiata, proper nouns often present difficulties.  If, for example, you wanted to import 'Lanzer' as the subject of a sentence, you would do so like this:

	Lanzer eja - I am Lanzer.
	Pacca-Lanzer - Lanzer's pen.
	Co pacca su Lanzera - This pen is for Lanzer.

It is also acceptable to modify the spelling of proper nouns as needed if the sounds involved in agglutinating bits of Gaiata onto them are too hard to handle, just make sure the meaning stays recognizable. 

Superlative and Comparative

The need arises to compare and contrast various things.  Most of this can be done using the words lana (more), pela (less), and aija (than).  Also useful is the word aisa (equal to) and the prefix pe-, which makes an adjective superlative.
	Co sielte lanae ven aija cui sieltei - This book is blacker than those books.
	Sielte-ej pelae sonn aisa sielte-si - My book is just as red as yours.
	E pacca peirtesa - The pen is the greenest.  (pe-irtes-a)
	Paccai-sei pevena - Your pens are the blackest.  (pe-ven-a)

Placing a Future/Past Veilance

Of course, there's always the possibility that your pen blackness has or will fluctuate over time, so you need to know how to say things in a future way as well.  And past, too, can't forget past.  Simply append the relevant endings and prefixes as if the adjective were a verb, but with an apostrophe separating the ending from the adjective.
	Pacca-si lanae'acu ven aija sei-lasi - Your pen will be blacker than theirs.
	Sielte-alse pesonna'it - His book was the reddest.
	
You can also simply verbalize the adjectives, giving rise to ven- (to be black) and the analogous others.  This doesn't work as well when you have to append endings to the adjectives, so I'd suggest keeping this method to the times when you DON'T have to add on endings like the associative and superlative attachments.
	E pacca venacu - The pen will be black.
	Ej sonne - I am red.
	Sei irtesit - You were green.


A Note on Hyphenation

Several words in Gaiata form combinations that are awkward to pronounce.  For example:

	Sielte-ej - My book.
	Uvre-ej - [My] brother.

The double 'e' there makes the spoken word sound unwieldy.  Therefore, when talking about spoken Gaiata, it's often the practice to remove the hyphen and second incidence of the duplicated letter and replace them with an apostrophe.

	Sielte'j - My book.
	Uvre'j - [My] brother.

This way, it is more aesthetically pleasing when pronounced.  In written Gaiata, it is not required, but sometimes common.

